**State of Connecticut Official Ballot**

**Madison, Connecticut**

**Municipal Election**

**November 3, 2015**

---

**OFFICE**

1. First Selectman - Vote for One
2. Selectmen - Vote for Any Two
3. Board of Finance - Vote for Any Three
4. Board of Education - Four to be elected - Not more than two from one party
5. Board of Assessment Appeals - Vote for Any Two
6. Zoning Board of Appeals - Vote for Any Three
7. Zoning Board of Appeals - Alternate - Vote for One

---

**PARTY**

**DEMOCRATIC PARTY**
1A. Joan Walker
2A. Scott Gylensten
3A. Al Goldberg
4A. Bennett Puflin
5A. Jason Ustick
6A. Kathleen Stein
7A. Seth Klauskis
9A. Judith Friedman
10A. Joanne Moore

**REPUBLICAN PARTY**
1B. Thomas Banisch
2B. Bruce Wilson, Jr.
3B. Robert Hale
4B. Mark Casperino
5B. Gail Cowley
6B. Happy Marino
7B. Peter Parisi
8B. Jerry Koch
9B. Ken Kaminsky
10B. Thomas Kelly

**WRITE-IN VOTES**

1C
2C
3C
4C
5C
6C
7C
8C
9C
10C
11C
12C
13C
14C
15C
16C

---

**VOTE ON THE QUESTION(S)**

- YES
- NO

*Shall the Draft Charter for the Town of Madison as presented by the Charter Revision Committee and approved by the Board of Selectmen on June 8, 2015 be adopted as the governing Charter for the Town, effective as of January 1, 2016?*

---

**Be sure to read the instructions on the reverse side of this ballot.**